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Abstract. Similarly to Maximum Satisfiability (MaxSAT), Minimum Satisfia-
bility (MinSAT) is an optimization extension of the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)
decision problem. In recent years, both problems have been studied in terms of
exact and approximation algorithms. In addition, the MaxSAT problem has been
characterized in terms of Maximal Satisfiable Subsets (MSSes) and Minimal Cor-
rection Subsets (MCSes), as well as Minimal Unsatisfiable Subsets (MUSes) and
minimal hitting set dualization. However, and in contrast with MaxSAT, no such
characterizations exist for MinSAT. This paper addresses this issue by casting the
MinSAT problem in a more general framework. The paper studies Maximal Fal-
sifiability, the problem of computing a subset-maximal set of clauses that can be
simultaneously falsified, and shows that MinSAT corresponds to the complement
of a largest subset-maximal set of simultaneously falsifiable clauses, i.e. the solu-
tion of the Maximum Falsifiability (MaxFalse) problem. Additional contributions
of the paper include novel algorithms for Maximum and Maximal Falsifiabil-
ity, as well as minimal hitting set dualization results for the MaxFalse problem.
Moreover, the proposed algorithms are validated on practical instances.

1 Introduction

Maximum and Minimum Satisfiability (resp. MaxSAT and MinSAT) are two well-
known optimization extensions of Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) (e.g. [30,34,39]). While
the goal of MaxSAT is to compute an assignment that maximizes the number of satisfied
clauses, the goal of MinSAT is to compute an assignment that minimizes the number of
satisfied clauses. Besides the plain versions, where all clauses are soft and so relax-
able, both MaxSAT and MinSAT admit weighted versions as well as the existence of
hard clauses, i.e. clauses that must be satisfied. MinSAT has been studied since the mid
90s [8, 9, 27, 37], with the original focus being on the computational complexity of the
problem and on approximation algorithms. In recent years there has been a renewed
interest in MinSAT, with the focus being on branch-and-bound and iterative algorithms,
but also on encodings of MinSAT to MaxSAT [5, 6, 21, 28, 31, 33, 34, 45].

Like MaxSAT, MinSAT finds a growing number of practical applications (e.g. [13,
14, 16, 19, 23, 26]), and it has also been used in complexity characterizations of other
problems (e.g. [2, 15, 18, 20]). More importantly, given a MaxSAT problem where the
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soft clauses are all unit, complementing the soft clauses gives a MinSAT problem. As
shown in recent work (e.g. [6, 34] among others), the resulting optimization problems
can be fairly different, and so reducing MaxSAT to MinSAT can in some settings pro-
duce problem instances that are easier to solve. As a result, one can expect the integra-
tion of MinSAT algorithms in portfolios of MaxSAT algorithms in the near future.

MaxSAT has been extensively studied in the context of reasoning about inconsistent
sets of constraints. It is well-known that each MaxSAT solution represents a largest
Maximal Satisfiable Subset (MSS) [12, 36]. The complement of an MSS is a Minimal
Correction Subset (MCS), i.e. a subset-minimal relaxation of a formula that renders the
formula satisfiable. Moreover, another well-known result is that each MCS is a minimal
hitting set of the Minimal Unsatisfiable Subsets (MUSes), and each MUS is a minimal
hitting set of the MCSes [10, 12, 36, 43]. In contrast, and despite the vast body of work
on MinSAT, similar results for the case of MinSAT are non-existent.

This paper addresses this issue and conducts a more comprehensive characterization
of the MinSAT problem. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as fol-
lows. First, the paper introduces Maximal Falsifiability, which represents the problem
of computing subset-maximal sets of simultaneously falsifiable clauses. Second, the pa-
per addresses MinSAT from the perspective of the largest maximal falsifiable solution
based on the connection between MinSAT solutions and the so-called Maximum Fal-
sifiability (MaxFalse) solutions. Third, the paper develops algorithms for Maximal and
Maximum Falsifiability, thereby indirectly developing novel algorithms for the MinSAT
problem. Moreover, and for the case of plain maximal falsifiability, the paper shows that
it can be reduced to the maximal independent set problem. Thus, well-known linear
time algorithms for maximal independent set [25] can be used for computing a single
maximal falsifiability solution. Similarly, algorithms for the enumeration of maximal
independent set [24, 29] can be used for enumerating maximal falsifiability solutions.
In addition, the paper also shows that a minimal hitting set relationship, which for the
case of maximal satisfiability relates MCSes and MUSes [10, 12, 36, 43], also exists
for the case of maximal falsifiability. Thus, enumeration problems related with Maxi-
mal Falsifiability can be tackled by hitting set dualization, similarly to what has been
done in the context of maximal satisfiability [10, 36]. Finally, the paper presents some
preliminary results on both Maximal and Maximum Falsifiability algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic definitions and
notation used throughout the paper. Section 3 introduces the Maximal and Maximum
Falsifiability problems as well as related computational problems. Section 4 develops
algorithms for Maximal Falsifiability, whereas Section 5 develops algorithms for Max-
imum Falsifiability (and so for MinSAT). Theoretical results for enumeration problems
and minimal hitting sets are presented in Section 6. Section 7 provides experimental
results for Maximal and Maximum Falsifiability, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
Appendix A presents a list of acronyms used in the paper followed by Appendix B
containing pseudo-codes of some of the algorithms proposed in the paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section briefly introduces the definitions used throughout. Additional standard
definitions can be found elsewhere (e.g. [11]). Boolean formulas are represented in
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calligraphic font, F ,M,S, T ,U ,W ,F ′, . . . A Boolean formula in conjunctive nor-
mal form (CNF) is defined as a finite set of finite sets of literals. Where appropriate,
a CNF formula will also be understood as a conjunction of disjunctions of literals,
where each disjunction represents a clause and a literal is a variable or its comple-
ment. The variables of formula F are denoted by var(F). Variables are represented by
X = {x, y, z, x1, y1, z1, . . .} and literals by {l, l1, l2, . . .}. The clauses of a formula are
represented by {c, c1, c2, . . .}. A literal l is called pure in formula F if there is a clause
in formula F containing l but no clause in F that contains a complementary literal ¬l.
An assignment is a map A : var(F) �→ {0, 1}. A clause is satisfied by an assignment
if one of its literals is assigned value 1. A model of F is an assignment that satisfies all
clauses in F .

The standard definitions of MaxSAT are assumed (e.g. [30]). Moreover, the follow-
ing definitions also apply. Given a CNF formula F , sets of clauses S, S ⊆ F , and C,
C = F \ S, are called a Maximal Satisfiable Subset (MSS) and a Minimal Correction
Subset (MCS), respectively, if S is satisfiable and ∀c∈C set S ∪ {c} is unsatisfiable.
A set of clauses U , U ⊆ F , is called a Minimal Unsatisfiable Subset (MUS) if U is
unsatisfiable and ∀c∈U set U \ {c} is satisfiable. The reader is referred to [12, 36] for
further details. In the context of MaxSAT and MinSAT, a formula F is viewed as a
2-tuple (H,R), where H denotes the hard clauses, which must be satisfied, and R
denotes the soft (or relaxable) clauses. A weight can be associated with each clause,
such that hard clauses have a special weight �. Hence, the weight function is a map
w : H∪R → {�}∪N, such that ∀c∈Hw(c) = � and

∑
c∈Rw(c) < �. If no weight

function is specified, it is assumed that ∀c∈R w(c) = 1.
The paper also considers a number of optimization problems in graphs. Given an

undirected graph G = (V,E), an Independent Set (IS) is a set I ⊆ V such that
∀u,v∈I , (u, v) �∈ E. A vertex cover is a set C ⊆ V such that ∀(u,v)∈E , u ∈ C ∨ v ∈ C.
Finally, a clique (or complete subgraph) is a set L ⊆ V such that ∀u,v∈L, u �= v ⇒
(u, v) ∈ E. Given an independent set I ⊆ V , a well-known result is that V \ I is
a vertex cover of G and I is a clique of GC , the complemented graph. The Maximum
Independent Set (MIS) problem consists in computing an IS of largest size. The Maxi-
mal Independent Set (MxIS) problem consists in computing a subset-maximal IS. Both
problems can be generalized to the case when a weight is associated with each vertex.
More importantly, given the above relationships between ISes, VCes and cliques, so-
lutions of the MIS and MxIS problems also represent, respectively, solutions for the
Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC) and a Minimal Vertex Cover (MnVC) of graph of a
graph G, as well as a Maximum Clique (MaxClique) and a Maximal Clique (MxClique)
of the complemented graph GC . A well-known result is that a maximal independent set
can be computed in linear time [25]. The topic of enumeration of maximal independent
sets has also been extensively studied (e.g. [1, 24, 29, 44]).

3 Maximal and Maximum Falsifiability

This section starts by introducing the plain maximal and maximum falsifiability prob-
lems. In this case, H = ∅ and so F = R, i.e. all clauses are soft (and so relaxable) and
their cost is 1. Generalizations of the basic problems are considered later in this section.
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Definition 1 (All-Falsifiable). A set of clauses U is All-Falsifiable if there exists a truth
assignmentA such that A falsifies all clauses in U .

Proposition 1. A set of clauses U is all-falsifiable iff all the literals of U are pure.

Proof. Let U be all-falsifiable. Assume, that not all the literals of U are pure. This
means that there exist a literal l and clauses ci and cj in U such that l ∈ ci and ¬l ∈ cj .
But every complete truth assignment A satisfies at least one of these clauses, because
literals l and ¬l cannot be falsified simultaneously. Hence, our initial assumption —
that not all the literals of U are pure — must be false.

Let all the literals of U be pure. And let us choose a complete assignment A in the
following way: A(var(l)) = ¬l, ∀l∈U . Then assignment A falsifies all clauses of U ,
i. e. U is all-falsifiable. �

Definition 2 (MFS). Given a formula F , a Maximal Falsifiable Subset (MFS) of F is
a subsetM⊆ F such that:
1. M is all-falsifiable.
2. For any subformula P , F ⊇ P �M, P is not all-falsifiable.

Definition 3 (Maximum Falsifiability). Given a formula F , Maximum Falsifiability
(MaxFalse) denotes the problem of computing the largest (in terms of the number of
clauses) MFS of F .

Definition 4 (Minimum Satisfiability). Given a formula F , Minimum Satisfiability
(MinSAT) is the problem of computing the smallest number of simultaneously satisfied
clauses of F (while the other clauses of F are falsified).

Proposition 2. M represents a MaxFalse solution iff F \ M represents a MinSAT
solution.

Notice that the proof of Proposition 2 is quite trivial and, thus, is omitted here.
Nevertheless, Proposition 2 indicates that, in addition to recent algorithms for Min-
SAT [5, 28, 31, 33, 34], possible alternatives include dedicated algorithms for the Max-
False problem, and also solutions based on the enumeration of MFSes.

Besides MFSes, additional minimal sets are of interest. One example is a minimal
set of clauses which, if removed from F , yield an all-falsifiable set of clauses.

Definition 5 (MCFS). Given a formula F , a Minimal Correction (for Falsifiability)
Subset (MCFS) is a set C ⊆ F such that:
1. F \ C is all-falsifiable.
2. ∀c∈C , F \ (C \ {c}) is not all-falsifiable.

Definition 6 (MNFS). Given a formula F , a Minimal Non-Falsifiable Subset (MNFS)
is a set N ⊆ F such that:
1. N is not all-falsifiable.
2. ∀c∈N , N \ {c} is all-falsifiable.
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Example 1. Consider the following formula:

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
F � (x1) ∧ (x̄1) ∧ (x̄1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x̄2) ∧ (x3)

The sets {c2, c3, c5}, {c1, c4}, and {c1, c2} denote, respectively, examples of an MFS,
an MCFS and an MNFS.

A relevant result is the relationship between plain maximal falsifiability and maximal
independent sets. Given F , let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph such each clause of
F is represented by a vertex of G. Moreover, there exists an edge between two vertices
iff the corresponding clauses have complemented literals. Clearly (see Proposition 1)
clauses with complemented literals cannot be simultaneously falsified. Hence, an MFS
of F represents a MxIS of G and a MxClique of the complemented graph. Moreover,
an MCFS corresponds to an MnVC of G. Thus, for plain maximal falsifiability, an MFS
can be computed in linear time [25].

The relationship between MFSes and MxISes yields a somewhat straightforward
hitting set relationship. For any maximal independent set I , V \ I represents a minimal
vertex cover. An immediate observation is:

Proposition 3. Given a graph G = (V,E) with a set of MnVCes C, the minimal hitting
sets of C are the edges of G and the minimal hitting sets of the edges of G are the
MnVCes C of G.

As a result, for the case of plain maximal falsifiability the following holds:

Proposition 4. Let F be a set of soft clauses. Then:
– The MNFSes of F are the minimal hitting sets of the MCFSes F and vice-versa.
– Each MNFS of F consists of exactly two clauses and represents an edge in the

graph G defined above.
– The number of MNFSes of F is O(m2), where m denotes the number of clauses

in F .

Reductions of MaxClique to MaxSAT and MinSAT are well-known (e.g. [32]). For
example, such reductions also allow solving MIS, MVC, with MaxSAT (and MinSAT)
algorithms. A new encoding of MIS into MinSAT can be devised, which does not use
hard clauses. Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), one can construct a set of clauses
F such that each vertex vi ∈ V is represented by a clause ci ∈ F . For each edge
e = (vi, vj) a new variable xe is introduced in F such that xe ∈ ci and ¬xe ∈ cj .

Example 2. Consider the graph G = (V,E), with V = {v1, v2, v3, v4} and E =
{(v1, v2), (v1, v3), (v2, v3), (v2, v4)}, shown in Figure 1a. Each vertex vi is represented
by a clause ci and for each edge (vi, vj) a new variable xvi,vj is introduced. The
graph can be represented by a set of clauses F (Figure 1b) in the following way: c1 =
xv1,v2 ∨xv1,v3 , c2 = ¬xv1,v2 ∨ xv2,v3 ∨ xv2,v4 , c3 = ¬xv1,v3 ∨¬xv2,v3 , c4 = ¬xv2,v4 .
A maximal independent set of G corresponds to an MFS of F .

We now consider other formulations of maximal falsifiability, where H �= ∅ and
where each soft clause c is associated a non-unit weight. As a result, a weight is also
associated with each MFS, MCFS and MNFS.
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v1 v2

v3v4

(a) Graph G (see Example 2)

F =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

c1 = xv1,v2 ∨ xv1,v3 ,
c2 = ¬xv1,v2 ∨ xv2,v3 ∨ xv2,v4 ,
c3 = ¬xv1,v3 ∨ ¬xv2,v3 ,
c4 = ¬xv2,v4

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

(b) Set of clauses F for G
Fig. 1. From maximal independent set to maximal falsifiability

Similar to the MaxSAT case, the problems considered for MaxFalse/MinSAT are
plain (H = ∅ and unit weights), partial (H �= ∅ and unit weights), weighted (H = ∅
and arbitrary weights), and partial weighted (H �= ∅ and arbitrary weights) Max-
False/MinSAT. Observe that these definitions follow earlier work for the concrete case
of MinSAT (e.g. [34]).

MFSes for (partial) (weighted) maximal falsifiability problems are defined similarly
to plain case, but H is required to be satisfied for the truth assignment that identifies
the MFS. Moreover, the weighted versions of the MaxFalse and MinSAT problems are
defined as follows.

Definition 7 (Partial Weighted Maximum Falsifiability). Given a formula F , with
hard clauses H, H is satisfiable, and soft clauses R, Maximum Falsifiability (Max-
False) denotes the problem of computing the MFS of F with the largest weight.

Definition 8 (Partial Weighted Minimum Satisfiability). Given a formula F , with
hard clausesH and soft clausesR, Minimum Satisfiability (MinSAT) is the problem of
computing a subset of clauses of R with the smallest weight, that together with H are
simultaneously satisfiable (while the other clauses ofR are falsified).

A simple observation is that although weights can be associated with MFSes, MCF-
Ses and MNFSes, their number is independent of the weight function (e.g. [41]).

For the cases where H �= ∅, the problems of computing MFSes and MxISes are
no longer equivalent. Observe that, when H �= ∅, finding an MFS becomes NP-hard.
A proof is immediate, since we can reduce SAT to MaxFalse: H corresponds to the
original clauses and there are no soft clauses. Section 6 revisits the difference between
MFSes and MxISes in the case H �= ∅, and also general minimal hitting results.

4 Algorithms for Maximal Falsifiability

As indicated in Section 3, there are linear time algorithms for plain maximal falsifiabil-
ity, while the general case of the problem is NP-hard. Since there are several encodings
of MinSAT into MaxSAT (e. g. [21, 31, 45]), these encodings can be also used for solv-
ing the maximal falsifiability problem. One of the most effective encodings of MinSAT
is the so-called �-encoding1. It consists in negating each soft clause c of the formula,

1 The reader is referred to [21] for the details of �-encoding.
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Algorithm 1. Basic linear search (BLS)

1 Function BLS(F = H ∪R)
2 (st,A)← SAT(H) # initial SAT call

3 if st = false then
4 return (false, ∅)

5 C ← R
6 FilterFalsifiedClauses(H, C,A)
7 foreach c ∈ C do # trying to falsify each clause

8 (st,A)← SAT(H ∪ {¬c})
9 if st = true then

10 H ← H∪ {¬c}
11 C ← C \ {c}
12 FilterFalsifiedClauses(H, C,A)

13 return (true,R \ C)

which results in constructing a group of unit clauses g = {¬c}. Group g is then relaxed
by a relaxation variable r and made hard, while the clause ¬r is added to the soft part
of the formula.

Let F be a CNF formula, and �-Enc(F ) be its �-encoding into MaxSAT. Observe
that there is a one to one correspondence between an MFS of F and an MSS of �-
Enc(F ), an MCFS of F and an MCS of �-Enc(F ) and, finally, an MNFS of F and an
MUS of �-Enc(F ). Moreover, the size of an MFS of F equals the size of the corre-
sponding MSS of �-Enc(F ), and similarly for MCFSes/MCSes and MNFSes/MUSes
of F and �-Enc(F ), respectively. Thus, one approach for finding an MFS of formula
F is to find an MSS (or its complement — MCS) of �-Enc(F ), e.g. with recently
proposed algorithms for computing MCSes [38, 42]. Nevertheless, this paper proposes
instead native algorithms for both maximal and maximum falsifiability.

LetH and R denote the hard and soft clauses of F , respectively. To find an MFS of
F , one needs to determine a subset of R that is a maximally all-falsifiable set, subject
to the models ofH. Therefore, during the search it is necessary to call a SAT oracle.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the Basic Linear Search (BLS) algorithm for
the general case of maximal falsifiability, inspired on algorithms for MCSes [38, 42].
Given a H and R, denoting the hard and soft clauses of F , the algorithm finds an
MFS M, M ⊆ R, of formula F . Algorithm 1 is based on the connection between
MinSAT and MaxFalse and at first finds a solution of the minimal satisfiability prob-
lem for F , i. e. an MCFS C, C ⊂ R, and then uses it to compute the complementary
MFSM = R \ C. First, Algorithm 1 checks whether the hard part of the formula is
satisfiable or not (see line 3). If it is not, the BLS algorithm returns an empty MFS.
Otherwise, it initializes the correction set C to be equal to R (line 5). At each itera-
tion of the main loop (lines 7–12) Algorithm 1 tries to reduce C by removing a single
clause c ∈ C. This is done by checking whether clause c can be falsified together with
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Algorithm 2. MaxFalse Binary Search (MFBS)

1 Function MFBS(F = H ∪R)
2 (Fw, R,W )← (H, array[R.size()], array[R.size()])
3 foreach (ci, wi) ∈ R do
4 (R[i],W [i])← (ri, wi) # ri fresh relaxation variable

5 foreach lij ∈ ci do Fw ← Fw ∪ {(¬lij ∨ ri)}
6 (λ, μ, lastA)← (ComputeLB(R), ComputeUB(Fw), ∅)
7 while λ �= μ do
8 κ← �λ+μ

2 �
9 (st,A)← SAT(Fw ∪ CNF(

∑R.size()−1
i=0 W [i]×R[i] ≤ κ))

10 if st = true then (lastA, μ)← (A, GetSolution(R,A))
11 else λ← SubSetSum(W,κ)

12 return Falsified(R, lastA)

clauses that were falsified at previous iterations (line 8). A possible improvement of
the BLS algorithm is that instead of removing just one clause c from C per iteration,
one can filter all clauses from C that were falsified by each SAT call. This is done by
calling a function FilterFalsifiedClauses(H, C,A) (line 6 and line 12), where A
is a model of H ∪ {¬c} returned by the oracle. Every clause falsified by A is removed
from C, and its negation is then made hard (added to H). Note that calling the func-
tion FilterFalsifiedClauses(H, C,A) can significantly reduce the number of SAT
calls.

5 Algorithms for Maximum Falsifiability

A solution to the MaxFalse problem can be obtained by computing a solution to the
MinSAT problem (Proposition 2). On the other hand, and as mentioned in Section 4
several encodings have been proposed to translate MinSAT into MaxSAT. Thus, the
MaxFalse problem can be computed by encoding the problem into MaxSAT. This paper
proposes instead native algorithms for the MaxFalse problem.

The three algorithms proposed are based on iteratively calling a SAT solver, to de-
termine if a subset of the soft clauses with a maximum current cost exists. The idea is
similar to the classical iterative SAT-based MaxSAT solvers. Initially each soft clause is
relaxed by associating to the clause a relaxation variable (a fresh Boolean variable). This
process of relaxing a soft clause, guarantees that whenever a soft clause is satisfied by
an assignment, then its associated relaxation variable is assigned true. In each iteration
a constraint is added to the formula sent to the SAT solver, in order to force a current
maximum cost on the set of relaxation variables assigned true. The current cost of each
iteration depends on the bounds being refined, either a lower bound, an upper bound
or both. The three algorithms proposed correspond to the three types of search possible
(to refine the bounds): Binary search (MFBS) (which refines both an upper and a lower
bound); Linear search starting from a lower bound (named Linear search UNSAT-SAT,
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MFLSUS); and Linear search starting from an upper bound (named Linear search SAT-
UNSAT, MFLSSU). In the following the pseudo-code of the Binary search algorithm
is presented and described, while the pseudo-codes of the Linear search algorithms are
presented in appendix B.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the MaxFalse Binary Search (MFBS) algo-
rithm for maximum falsifiability. First, Algorithm 2 obtains a working formula Fw by
relaxing all the soft clauses in R together with all the hard clauses. In this case, the
relaxation of the soft clauses is not the usual relaxation as in MaxSAT. Instead, the al-
gorithm follows the relaxation of soft clauses as in the Model-Guided algorithm [21]
for MinSAT. A fresh relaxation variable is associated with the original soft clause, and
a set of binary clauses is added to the working formula, each containing the negation of
a literal of the soft clause, and the associated relaxation variable (line 5).

The algorithm proceeds by computing an initial lower and upper bound in line 6. The
upper bound is computed by calling the SAT solver on the working formula with pref-
erences set for the relaxation variables, that is the relaxation variables are prefered to be
falsified. Then the sum of weights of the relaxation variables set to true corresponds to
the upper bound.

The lower bound is computed by a greedy heuristic. Each variable is associated with
two sums: the sum of weights of the soft clauses where the variable appears as a pos-
itive literal, and the sum of weights of the soft clauses where the variable appears as a
negative literal. The minimum value of the two sums is obtained, and associated with
the variable, as the minimum weight necessary to satisfy due to an assignment to the
variable. Then the maximum among all variables is computed and added to the lower
bound. Afterwards the clauses associated to the variable with the maximum value are
processed by deleting all clauses associated to the minimum sum. The process is re-
peated until there are no more variables.

Lines 7-11 present the main loop of the MFBS algorithm. In each iteration the al-
gorithm computes a value κ in the middle of the bounds, and makes a call to the SAT
solver with the working formula Fw together with a constraint (encoded into CNF) en-
forcing the maximum allowed cost to be at most κ. If the SAT solver returns true, then
the satisfying assignment is recorded and the upper bound μ is updated accordingly. If
the SAT solver returns false, then the lower bound is updated to the next allowed weight
considering the set of weights. Such weight is obtained by the SubSetSum() function
similar to [3].

The algorithm iterates until both bounds are the same (line 7), and returns a set of
soft clauses falsified by the last assignment with function Falsified() in line 12.

6 Minimal Hitting Sets and Enumeration Problems

One of the most important practical applications of the Maximal Satisfiability problem
is enumeration of MUSes of a CNF formula. The idea of the method is based on the
well-known relationship of minimal hitting set duality between MCSes and MUSes:
each MCS (MUS) of a CNF formula is a minimal hitting set (or a minimal set cover)
of the complete set of MUSes (MCSes) of the formula. The corresponding theoretical
results were considered in [12,43]. Enumeration of MUSes based on enumerating MC-
Ses was done in [10, 36, 42]. The duality relationship between MCSes and MUSes was
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also used for solving the SMUS problem in [22, 35]. The approach did not consist in
enumerating all MCSes and MUSes — instead, in order to get a lower bound on the
size of the smallest MUS, only some MCSes were computed.

This section proves that the relationship of a minimal hitting set duality also exists
for the case of Maximal Falsifiability, i. e. between MCFSes and MNFSes. The corre-
sponding assertions are presented in the form of theorems. Two auxiliary propositions
are used in the proofs. Hereinafter, letters M, N , and C are used to denote an MFS,
an MNFS, and an MCFS of a CNF formula, respectively. The complete sets of MFSes,
MNFSes and MCFSes of a CNF formula F are denoted by M(F), N(F), and C(F).

Proposition 5. Formula F is not all-falsifiable iff it contains at least one MNFS.

Proof. Such an MNFS can be constructed by a simple algorithm that finds a pair of
clauses in F that contain a complemented literal. The opposite is trivial. �

Proposition 6. A set of clauses U , U ⊆ F , is all-falsifiable iff there is an MCFS C such
that U ∩ C = ∅.

Proof. It follows from the fact that for any all-falsifiable subset U , U ⊆ F , there is
an MFS M such that U ⊆ M ⊆ F . By definition, for any MFS M there exists a
complementary MCFS C = F \M. It is not hard to see that U ∩ C = ∅. �

Theorem 1. Subformula C, C ⊂ F , is an MCFS iff C is a minimal hitting set of N(F).

Proof. Proposition 5 implies that subformula C is a hitting set of N(F) iff the comple-
mentary subformulaM = F \ C is all-falsifiable (otherwise,M contains at least one
MNFS that is not hit by C).

Let C ⊂ F be a minimal hitting set of N(F). This means thatM is all-falsifiable,
and ∀c∈C formula C \ {c} is not a hitting set of N(F). Assume, thatM is not an MFS
of F , i. e. ∃c∈C such thatM∪ {c} is still all-falsifiable. This implies that C \ {c} is a
hitting set of N(F) — contradiction. Hence,M is an MFS and C is MCFS of F .

Let C ⊂ F be an MCFS of formula F . Then the complementary subformulaM is
an MFS, and C is a hitting set of N(F). Assume, that C is not a minimal hitting set of
N(F). Then ∃c∈C such that C \ {c} is still a hitting set of N(F). This means that its
complementary subformulaM∪{c} is all-falsifiable. However, this contradicts the fact
thatM is an MFS of F . Therefore, C is a minimal hitting set of N(F). �

Theorem 2. Subformula N , N ⊆ F , is an MNFS iff N is a minimal hitting set
of C(F).

Proof. Proposition 6 implies that subformula N is not all-falsifiable iff N has a non-
empty intersection with all the MCFSes of F , i. e.N is a hitting set of C(F).

Let N be an MNFS of formula F . Irreducibility of N ensures that any subformula
N ′,N ′ ⊂ N , is an all-falsifiable formula. Hence, by Proposition 6,N ′ does not hit all
the MCFSes of F . Thus,N is a minimal hitting set of C(F).

Let N be a minimal hitting set of C(F). This means that ∀c∈N formula N \ {c}
does not hit all the MCFSes of F , i. e. there is an MCFS C such that N \ {c} ∩ C = ∅.
Hence, N \ {c} is a subset of MFSM = F \ C, and, therefore, is all-falsifiable. By
definition, subformulaN is an MNFS of F . �
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Observe that the proofs of the propositions presented above make use only of the
general definitions of an MFS, MCFS, and MNFS described in Section 3. Therefore,
the propositions hold for both plain and partial maximal falsifiability.

It should be noted that in contrast to Maximal Satisfiability, for the case of Maximal
Falsifiability it can be more helpful to enumerate MNFSes instead of MCFSes. A set
of MNFSes can give us a lower bound on the size of each MCFS and, hence, an upper
bound on the optimal value for MaxFalse. Therefore, this can be used to bootstrap
algorithms that refine an upper bound (see Section 5).

Observe that there is no correspondence between computing MFSes and MxISes
for the case H �= ∅ because of the different interpretations of the hard constraints.
Although the maximal independent set problem does not consider a concept of a hard
constraint (in this sense computing an MFS is a more general problem than computing
an MxIS), one can consider the weighted version of the problem. While for the case
of partial maximal falsifiability each clause c ∈ H must be satisfied, vertices with
a high weight in the weighted maximal independent set problem are preferable to be
independent. Hence, there is no translation from one problem into another similar to
the one described2 in Section 3.

In contrast to plain maximal falsifiability, for which MNFSes are known to contain
exactly two clauses (see Proposition 4), formulas with hard clauses may have MNFSes
that contain just one clause. This fact is shown below.

Proposition 7. Let F be a pair of sets of clauses (H,R), where clauses ofH are hard
while clauses ofR are soft (relaxable). Then if there exists a subset of clausesW ⊆ R
such thatH |=W , thenW is included into all MCFSes of F .

Proof. Proof by contradiction. LetW be a subset ofR such thatH |=W . Assume, that
there exists MCFS C such thatW �⊆ C. This means that an MFSM = R \ C intersects
W , i. e.M∩W �= ∅. Entailment H |= W means that each clause c ∈ W is satisfied
by all models of H. By definition, all clauses ofM can be falsified simultaneously by
some model ofH, Therefore,M∩W = ∅— contradiction. �

Corollary 1. Let F be a pair of sets of clauses (H,R), where clauses of H are hard
while clauses ofR are soft (relaxable). Then if there exists a subset of clausesW ⊆ R
such thatH |=W , then for any clause ci ∈ W set {ci} is an MNFS of F .

Proof. Implied by Proposition 7 and Theorem 2. �

Note that Corollary 1 gives a sufficient condition of partial formulas having MNFSes
of size 1. Furthermore, it can be observed that formulas with hard clauses can also have
MNFSes of size > 2. Indeed, let us consider a set of clauses F ′ = {c1 = ¬x1 ∨
¬x2, c2 = ¬x1 ∨ x2, c3 = x1 ∨ ¬x2, c4 = x1 ∨ x2} . Clearly, this plain CNF formula
is unsatisfiable (moreover, it is an MUS). By negating F ′ with the use of auxiliary
variables, one can get a negation of F ′ — a partial CNF formula F = H ∪ R, where
clauses of H encode equivalences of the form ti ≡ ci, i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, and R =

2 Recall that the connection between plain maximal falsifiability and maximal independent set
in Section 3 established the correspondence between independent vertices and clauses that can
be simultaneously falsified.
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{¬t1,¬t2,¬t3,¬t4}. Formula F has only one MNFS, which corresponds to the MUS
of F ′ and contains all 4 clauses ofR.

This immediately shows that the number of all MNFSes of partial formulas cannot
be polynomial in general. Although this implies that enumeration of MNFSes for such
formulas may not be feasible in practice, instead of enumerating MNFSes of F =
H ∪ R, we can efficiently enumerate MNFSes of R (see Proposition 4) and use them
to compute a lower bound for bootstrapping the algorithms for MaxFalse.

7 Experimental Results

This section describes the experimental results obtained for Maximal Falsifiability as
well as for Maximum Falsifiability. The first section shows a comparison on the quality
of the solution obtained for Maximal Falsifiability. Then section two presents a study
on the performance of the algorithms proposed for Maximum Falsifiability.

The algorithms described in this paper were implemented in C++ using incremental
SAT solvers. The experiments were performed on an HPC cluster, with quad-core Intel
Xeon E5450 3 GHz nodes with 32 GB of memory. In order to evaluate the performance
of the algorithms in real industrial problems (not random nor crafted problems), all
the Industrial Partial MaxSAT and Industrial Weighted Partial benchmarks from the
MaxSAT Evaluation 20133 were collected. The collected MaxSAT benchmarks were
transformed into MaxFalse instances by selecting the ones that only contained unit soft
clauses and by negating the unit literals on those instances. A total of 935 MaxFalse
instances were obtained.

As explained in Section 4, a different alternative to Maximal/Maximum Falsifiabil-
ity consists in transforming the MaxFalse instance by encoding it into MaxSAT via
for example the �−encoding, and then computing a MCS/MaxSAT of the resulting
MaxSAT instance. In our experiments, whenever we compare with this encoding ap-
proach, since the original instances only contain unit soft clauses, then no aditional
variables or clauses are added, and this corresponds to solving MaxSAT on the original
instances obtained from the MaxSAT Evaluation.

7.1 Maximal Falsifiability

The BLS Algorithm 1 of Section 4 was implemented in a tool mxlFalse. The underlying
SAT solver of the maximumFalse tool is the Minisat 2.2 [17].

This section studies the quality of the solutions obtained. The cost of the MCFSes
obtained with mxlFalse is compared against the value of the upper bound heuristic of
Section 5, as well as against the cost of the MCSes obtained by mcsls2 [38] (an efficient
MCS extractor) after transforming the instance into MaxSAT.

In the experiments both the mxlFalse and mcsls2 were set to enumerate MCFSes
and MCFS (respectively) for 3 min, whereupon the minimum cost MCFS/MCS was
obtained. The results obtained were then divided by the optimum cost, and the values
were plotted in the scatter plots of Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) compares the value of mxlFalse

3 http://maxsat.ia.udl.cat/

http://maxsat.ia.udl.cat/
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Fig. 2. (a) scatter plot between mxlfalse and ub (b) scatter plot between mxlfalse and mcsls2

(divided by the optimum cost) and the value obtained by the upper bound (divided by
the optimum cost). It can be seen from the scatter plot that in the vast majority of cases
the value of mxlFalse is closer to 1 (thus, closer to the optimum) than the value of the
upper bound (UB). In particular all the instances in the left hand side of the plot.

Figure 2 (b) compares the value of mxlFalse (divided by the optimum cost) and the
value obtained by mcsls2 (divided by the optimum cost). In this case, mcsls2 produces
solutions closer to the optimum, but nevertheless there are instances that mcsls2 is 10
times over the optimum while mxlFalse is very close. In such situations, it would be
worthwhile to additionally consider running mxlFalse.

7.2 Maximum Falsifiability

The Maximum False algorithms proposed in Section 5 were implemented in a tool
called maximumFalse. Namely, the following algorithms were implemented: binary
search (maximumFalse-b), linear search unsat-sat (maximumFalse-lsus) and linear se-
arch sat-unsat (maximumFalse-lssu). This section presents results on the performance
of the previous algorithms running for 1800 seconds with 4GB of memory limit. The
underlying SAT solver of the maximumFalse tool is the Glucose SAT solver [7].

Figure 3 presents a cactus plot for the previous algorithms on the MaxFalse bench-
marks considered. From the figure it can be seen that binary search (maximumFalse-b)
is much better than the linear search approaches (maximumFalse-lsus/-lssu), while the
linear search unsat-sat outperforms (slighty) the linear search sat-unsat.

Figure 3 also shows the running times for two core-guided MaxSAT algorithms run-
ning on the original MaxSAT instances. Namelly, we consider bcd2 [40] and wpm1 [4]
(2012 version). As expected, the core-guided MaxSAT approaches outperform maxi-
mumFalse algorithms. Note that the MaxSAT algorithms result from over a decade of
research, while in this paper we are proposing a more general framework for MaxFalse.
Also, it is unknown in the literature how to take advantage of core-guided algorithms
natively in MaxFalse algorithms, whether if it is even possible.

Nevertheless, we considered the use of virtual best solvers (VBS) between the maxi-
mumFalse solvers and the core-guided algorithms. Interestingly, the VBSes considering
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maximumFalse solvers consistently outperform their counterpart without the maximum-
False solvers. For example, vbs-wpm1-maximumFalse is able to solver over 100 more
instances than wpm1 alone.

Such results indicate that porfolio approaches for MaxSAT solver can benefit from
the inclusion of maximumFalse solvers.

8 Conclusions

Motivated by the recent interest in MinSAT, this paper develops a comprehensive char-
acterization of this problem, which follows the one developed earlier for MaxSAT. To
achieve this goal, the paper introduces the problems of maximum and maximal falsifi-
ability. The case of plain maximal falsifiability is shown to correspond to the compu-
tation of a maximal independent set in an undirected graph. Also, the paper develops
a reduction of maximal independent set into maximal falsifiability (and so to minimal
satisfiability), which does not involve hard clauses. Moreover, as pointed out, maximal
falsifiability can be viewed as a more general formulation (with respect to maximal
independent set), as it allows hard clauses to be considered. Maximal falsifiability is
also used to introduce a number of new concepts: maximal falsifiable subsets (MSFes),
minimal correction for falsifiability subsets (MCFSes), and minimal non-falsifiability
subsets (MNFSes). In addition, the paper develops native algorithms for both maximal
and maximum falsifiability, namely algorithms for computing one MFS and for solving
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the MaxFalse problem, and shows how these problems can be solved by reduction to
MaxSAT. Finally, minimal hitting set duality between MCFSes and MNCSes is proven
for the general (partial) case. The experimental results are interesting in that algorithms
for maximal/maximum falsifiability show promise to be used in portfolios of algorithms
for maximal/maximum satisfiability.

The work described in the paper opens a significant number of research directions.
Concrete examples include additional algorithms for computing MFSes and for Max-
False, the integration of MaxFalse algorithms in portfolios of MaxSAT algorithms,
among others.
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A List of Acronyms

CNF Conjunctive Normal Form
SAT Boolean Satisfiability
IS Independent Set
MIS Maximum Independent Set
MxIS Maximal Independent Set
MaxClique Maximum Clique
MxClique Maximal Clique
MnVC Minimal Vertex Cover
MVC Minimum Vertex Cover
VC Vertex Cover

MaxSAT Maximum Satisfiability
MCS Minimal Correction Subset
MSS Maximal Satisfiable Subset
MUS Minimal Unsatisfiable Subset
MaxFalse Maximum Falsifiability
MCFS Minimal Correction (for Falsifiability) Subset
MFS Maximal Falsifiable Subset
MinSAT Minimum Satisfiability
MNFS Minimal Non-Falsifiable Subset

B Linear Search Algorithms for Maximum Falsifiability

Algorithm 3. MaxFalse Linear Search SAT-UNSAT(MFLSSU)

1 Function MFLSSU(F = H∪R)
2 (Fw, R,W )← (H, array[R.size()], array[R.size()])
3 foreach (ci, wi) ∈ R do
4 (R[i],W [i])← (ri, wi) # ri fresh relaxation variable

5 foreach lij ∈ ci do Fw ← Fw ∪ {(¬lij ∨ ri)}
6 (st, μ, lastA)← (true, ComputeUB(Fw), ∅)
7 while st = true do
8 (st,A)← SAT(Fw ∪ CNF(∑R.size()−1

i=0 W [i]×R[i] < μ))
9 if st = true then (lastA, μ)← (A, GetSolution(R,A))

10 return Falsified(R, lastA)
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Algorithm 4. MaxFalse Linear Search UNSAT-SAT(MFLSUS)

1 Function MFLSUS(F = H∪R)
2 (Fw, R,W )← (H, array[R.size()], array[R.size()])
3 foreach (ci, wi) ∈ R do
4 (R[i],W [i])← (ri, wi) # ri fresh relaxation variable

5 foreach lij ∈ ci do Fw ← Fw ∪ {(¬lij ∨ ri)}
6 (st, λ, lastA)← (false, ComputeLB(R), ∅)
7 while st = false do
8 (st,A)← SAT(Fw ∪ CNF(∑R.size()−1

i=0 W [i]×R[i] ≤ λ))
9 if st = false then λ← SubSetSum(W,λ)

10 else lastA← A

11 return Falsified(R, lastA)
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